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+441525717178 - http://bestkebabflitwick.com/ordernow

Here you can find the menu of Best Kebab in Central Bedfordshire. At the moment, there are 16 courses and
drinks on the food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What Rizzozzy likes about

Best Kebab:
If you’re after a dirty kebab this is not the place. Since they’ve changed to the new venue it’s traditional Turkish

food, meat cooked on the coals on a bed of rice, with lava bread, salad and chilli sauce and yogurt mint sauce on
the side. It literally tastes like you’re on holiday. The prices do look steep, but the portions are huge. They also

have a great Turkish starter selections too. You can still get a burger... read more. What Binneybonce doesn't like
about Best Kebab:

Really disappointed with the Sam Special. Nothing like it used to be and twice the price! Loads of rice ... not
wanted. Small salad . Meat wasn’t as plentiful either .. no doner, lamb kofti not spicey ! No mushrooms , measly
bit of green pepper and 2 little bits of tomato. £30 !! You’ve gotta be kidding me! Ampthill fish and kebab shop is
much better. We always used to go to Best kebab and as coming off the train tho... read more. Best Kebab from
Central Bedfordshire is in demand for its mouth-watering burgers, to which tasty fries, salads and other sides

are offered, The local offers its customers the opportunity to try authentic Turkish menus like Lahmacun and
various Doner. But make sure to leave some room for dessert!.
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Sauce�
MAYONNAISE

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI SAUCE

Turkis� specialtie�
KEBAB
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SALAD

FISH

LAMB

BURGER

BREAD
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MEAT
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